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      Clearly written; very well-referenced; includes a set of 10 photocopiable handouts/worksheets – some for use by teachers, some by pupils. Anyone wanting to learn about RP from scratch would do well to read this book first.
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      'A welcome text that explores the importance of reflective practice in teacher training and related disciplines. The author shows us the challenges for students in learning how and why we reflect and the potential for embedding reflective practice in everyday professional actions'
-Cyndy Hawkin, Senior Lecturer, Nottingham Trent University



  
              


    
      



 


 
      This book has been recommended to the learners embarking on the BA in relation to their first module, which explores professional development.




  
          Mrs Sally Ann Humphries




              


    
      



 


 
      The resource has allowed students to reflect upon their work placements and ideas for future development. Excellent resource for work based learning modules




  
          Mr Nathan Price




              


    
      



 


 
      This text supports the trainee teachers in considering the importance oif reflection both before and during periods of professional practice.




  
          Mrs Marion Elizabeth Hobbs




              


    
      



 


 
      I have recommended and will be recommending this book to our trainee teachers..




  
          Mrs Sally Ann Humphries




              


    
      



 


 
      A very practical and clear text to engage students with reflection on practice and professional development. The practical task and points of reflection are a useful tool to use in the classroom context.




  
          Miss Joana Ferreira  Fonseca




              


    
      



 


 
      This text helps students link reflective practice to their own professional development. Good exercises to encourage students to engage with reflective practice.




  
          Mrs Tracey Dobbs




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book for helping students understand how reflection in practice is a legitimate source of knowledge and evidence in contemporary practice.




  
          Mrs Sandra Faircloth




              


    
      



 


 
      This book encourages reflection on practice and professional development. It was very applicable to my early years students who recognised themes in common with their own professional practice. The particular focus on skills development and critical exercises were useful and easy to apply in a classroom context. The material in the appendices would be useful for students to adapt to their reflection and the development of follow-up action plans.




  
          Dr Dimitrina Kaneva




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a really well written and easy to read book.




  
          Mr Eric Bates




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a great book that approaches reflection from an education perspective and links it to professional practice.  It underpins that value of reflection and pulls together good examples from an educational (school) context.  The section about reflective practice for children and young people suggests ways of introducing it to groups and discusses research carried out.  As a teacher educator the fact that the book looks at ITE and the value of reflection is particularly useful to me as some of my students struggle with reflective concepts.
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      An easy to read book which assists students with critical reflective practice.




  
          Mrs Stephanie Goodwin




              


    
      



 


 
      Provides an overview of the field. Very much recommended




  
          Mr Christian  Lystbaek




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an essential text for all students engaging in critical reflective practice.




  
          Ms Lis Bundock




              


    
      



 


 
      excellent book to assist in ADP programme




  
          Mrs Sarah Young




              


    
      



 


 
      Does not really fit with the course for the students at the college. An excellent book though for aspiring teachers.




  
          Mr Daniel Russell




              


    
      



 


 
      some helpful ideas for students




  
          Mrs Sally Hayes




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent introduction to the area of reflective practice. The chapter overviews and summaries are well lay out and presented. Of importance also to students are the example case studies cited which prompt focussed student discussion.




  
          Ms Dee Kearney




              


    
      



 


 
      I will use this text myself, to support my changing role as a mentor and coach, as well as a teacher. I will recommend it to learners who show interest in reflective practice as a way to support their future learners - particularly relevant for those learners who are considering teaching in schools, with useful examples of reflective practice studies.




  
          Mrs Jane Berridge
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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